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COLD-AIR INVESTIGATION OF A 34-STAGE FAN-DRIVE 
TURBINE WITH A STAGE LOADING FACTOR OF 4 
DESIGNED FOR AN INTEGRAL UFT ENS!YE 
I - TURBINE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF FIRST STAGE 
by Warren J. Whitney, Harold J. Schum. and Frank P. Wning 
Lewis Research Center 
1 The procedure for designing a 35-st3ge turbine to drive the fan of an integral lift 
engine is presented. The conditions imposed by the engine result in a turbine with low 
blade speed, high stage loading factor, a moderatel> high specificmass-flow require- 
ment. and an outlet radius ratio of 0 . 5 .  
Thc fir? stage of the fan-drive turbine (which was initially designed to accommo- 
date the flow LZScions out of the high-pressure turbina was modified to operate with 
axial inlci conditims by removing the prcu-hirl Lanes and cutting back the leading edge 
of the stat0:- blades. -.This stage was investigated as a single-stage turbine in cold air .  
The highest efficiency obtained at the dcsign stage loading factor was 0.87, which was 
indicated at '16 percent of design speed and a total-pressure ratio of 1.415. This effi- 
ciency was b.012 lower than that estimated by a reference prediction method, This re- 
sult coircided closely with that obtained ;ram a similar type singlestage reference 
turbine when compared at the samc Reynolds number. The highest efficiency obtained 
for the turbine was 0.89 3t 120 perwnt design speed and a total-pressure ratio of 1.27. 
A peak cacficiency w a s  not defined by the ranqe of test conditions. 
The cstiiciencg at design specific work extraction and design speed was 0.358. The 
mass flow at this conetion was 1.05 times the design value, and this excess mass flow 
indicated the desirability of a hladin: adjustment. It \vas determined from the velocitv 
diagram that was constructed from the nqwrimcntal data that the flow was undenurncd 
in the st;*or blade row and thc rotor bladc row bv 1.4' and 1.7', rcspcctioely. 
JATRODL'CTIOX 
Jn recent >ears inteivst has increased in lift-lan engines for vertical and short 
takeoff and   an ding (\STOL) a i r c d t .  The SASA Lewis, Research Center conducted a 
study to evolve the preliminary engine geometry and etalute an integml lift engine for 
this 9-pe of applicztion; the results a re  ipported in reference 1. The physical features 
desired for this Bpe of engine ai-e compactness, lighhveight, and a high ratio of thrust 
to engine and fuel weight. A requirement imposed oa this engine by noise considera- 
tions is that the fan tip speed must not exceed approximately 305 meters per second 
(1000 ft/sec). The combinaticm of LFis requireilrent and the engine g w m e t q  restrict 
tions ivsults in a fan-drive turbine that must develq, its p v e r  a t  a relatively low blade 
spced. The farr-drive turbine must then be designed either with a few stages (e. g., 
3$ having a high stagc .-ding factor (mtio of change in tangential velocity to blade 
speed) or with :I large number of stages (e. g . ,  9 or 10) inving conventional shge lmd- 
m g  factcrs. 
This repoi* describes the d e s i q  of a lo\v-pressui-e tor fan-di-ive) turbine that \vas 
cwlved for an integml lift Lngine. The wi-odynarnic design u-as perfomml to generate 
the blades for the three turbine stagcs. the inlct prewhirl vanes, and the outlet turning 
\mes. The turbine mechanical design \vas conducted. and the turbine blading and a s -  
ing picccs 1;e.v hbrimtcd. Thc turbine \vas then m M i e d  to operate with a.uial inlet 
conditions to thc first stage by removing the pmvhirl vanes m d  cutting back the leading 
edge of the interstage stators. This niodification was made in order to give the per- 
foimance results ;i more geneid significance and to make them comparable with those 
obtained with other turbines desi.gncd with !ugh stage loading factors. The niodified 
first stage \vas !!ia investigated in wld  a i r  as the initial phase of the ttirbiw perform- 
ance investigation. The noniinal inlet conditions of pressure and tcmperatuir were 1 33 
atmospheres and 378 K (ti80' R), respectively. The turbine *.vas operated at 80, 90, 
100, 110, and 120 percent of design spced over :l wide mngc of total-pressure ratio 
(bmkcting design total-pressure ratio) at each speed. In additim to the turbine design 
procedure, this rcport presents the pcrformmcc ivsulw obtained with the Ciist stngc. 
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TURBINE DESIGK 
A candidate integral lift engine of 44 482-newton (10 000-lb) thrust t\as se1ectc.d 
from a parametric computer-pn?y:ammed study encompassing many engine cycle varia- 
tions, component arrangements, and operational limitations. The computer program 
selected the number of turbine stages, determined a turbine compoaent efficienc_v, and 
defined the turbine operational requirements, envelope geometry (maximum diameter 
and length), average stator outlet flow angle, and inlet and exit radius ratios. The sub- 
ject turbine was designed to meet the operational requirements and to fit within or 
closely approximate the geometnc limitations from the program. 
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Design Requirements 
1 The requirements of the 35-stage fan-drive turbine at  engine operating conditions 
are as foll0tt.s: 
Specific work, Ah, J/g; B t d l b  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  180.16; 77.384 
Mass flow, W. kg/sec; lb/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26.23; 57.83 
Meanbladespeed, Em, dsec ;  fdsec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  122.9; 403.1 
Mean diameter (all stages), m; ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.498; 1.634 
Inlet total temperature. Tb, K: OR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1014.3; 1825.7 
Inlet total pressure, pb, am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.6104 
Eqcivalent specific woric output, Ah/Bcr, J/g; B td lb .  . . . . . . . . .  52.248; 22.445 
Equivalent mass flow, EW 6 1 6 .  kg/sec; lb/sec . . . . . . . . . . . .  19.128; 42.17 
Equivalent mean Wade speed, Urn /&, dsec;  fdscc. . . . . . . . .  66.17; 217.1 
These requirements result in a low-speed. turbine with 2. high stage loading factor (ratio 
of change in tangential velocity to blade speed. A V , . h )  of appro%imatelY 4 
The tuibine geometry evolved in the design procedure was used in the mechanical 
layout and weight study of reference 1. The engine of reference 1 was scaled to in- 
crease the thrust to 1.25 times that of the can lidate engine; therefore, dl the turbine 
dimensions in reference 1 are 1.118 times those gf the subject turbine. 
The equivalent requirements for the same size turbine are s follczs: 
Stage Work Split 
An equal stage work split was considered desirable for the subject turbine for t!!e 
following reasons: The inlet velocity diagram of the first stage is not significantly dif- 
ferent from those of the second and third stages since it follows the high-pressure (HP) 
turbine in the engine. Also, then? is no requirement for the third stage to operate with 
zero o r  limited exit whirl  since it is followed by the outlet turning vanes. Finally, be- 
cause the Mach number level in the turbine is low and the critical velocity does not 
change considerably from inlet to outlet, there is no .-ason to consider an equal equiva- 
lent work split, which is sometimes used to equalize Bfach number among stages. 
Therefore, an equal stage work split was used, and the velocity diagrams at tile mean 
ndius  were identical for the three stages. 
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Efficiency Estimation 
The estimation of the efficiency of the turbine stages is an essential part of any 
design procedure. The working fluid total state determination at the various stations 
throughout the twbine is required to size the flow area properly. At the time &s b 
bine was being designed there were no reliable experimental data on efficiencies of 
large aircraft turbines with high stage loading factors. Smith's curve (ref. 2, e. g. ) 
shows no data above a stage loading factor of 2.4 and only a few points above 2.0. In 
the work of reference 3 a procedure was derived to predict the efficiencies of turbines 
that fiave high stage loading factors. This method consisted of determining each blade 
row loss as the product of an empirical loss coefficient and the average kinetic energy 
of the fluid relative to the hWe row. The loss coefficient was obtained from perfor- 
mance results of turbines that had conventional stage losding factors (1 to 2). The 
estimated efficiency trends obhined from this procedure are s h a m  in figure l(a). The 
efficiency estimation procedure used in the design of the subject turbine was similar to 
that of reference 3 except that the loss coefficient was kcreased for conservative pra- 
tice, which resulted in the efficiency trends shown in figure l(b). The estimated stage 
efficiency used in the design was 0.819 (for all three stages), which resulted in an 
overall three-stage turbine efficiency of 0.829. The overall efficiency did not include 
the loss of the outlet turning vanes. 
In addition to stage efficiency, the distribution of loss within the stage between sta- 
tor and rotor compoplents must be estimated. This was done by assuming that the frac- 
tion of total pressure lost m the stator blade row was equal tn two-thirds of the fractim 
of relative total pressure lost in the rotor blade row. The corresponding total-pressure 
ratios for the stator and rotor blade mws were 0.9777 and 0.9665, respectively. This 
loss distribution assumption, which was based on past experience of correlating experi- 
mental and analytically predicted turbine performance data, wa used to size the stator 
outlet tlow area. 
Velocity Diagrams 
The velocity diagrams generated for the fan-drivc turbine are shown in figure 2. 
The velocity diagram for the HP turbine is included in the figure since the HP turbine 
outlet conditions are  the inlet conditions of the fan-drive turbine. The subscript 1 de- 
notes the free-stream conditions at  the stator outlet, and the subscript 2 those at  the 
rotor outlet. The mean radius diagiam is for a constant mean diameter, 0.498 meter 
(19. ti07 in.), while the hub and tip diagrams represent valying diameters. Thc hub and 
tip diagrams are  shown for the diameter corresponding to the blade outlet throat mid- 
At the mean radius the velocity diagram closely approximates a symmetrical diz- 
point. 
gram. which is characterized by the relations ( W 2= 
reaction R 
cal diagram. so that V 
\-ariation of the velocity diagram was determined from the free-vortex relations of con- 
stant axial velocity and absolute tangential velocity varying inversely with radius. The 
velocity diagram of the fan-drive turbine does not pose any particularly severe prob- 
lems such as high relative Mach number or excessive blade turning. The reaction 
acmss  the blade sections is reasonably high except in the first-stage stator tip section. 
The most unusual feature of the diagram is the low blade speed, o r  the high rctio of 
tangential velocity change to blade speed. 
and (al = -@2) . The stage 
of the fm-drive turbine \vas increased slightly from that of a symmetri- 
m 
stg 
= 1.023 \Ix, $, and (-Wu, = 1.015 V ) . The radial ( x72 u , l  m 
Blade Design 
The cbjective of the blading design evolved to fit the velocity diagram of figure 2 
\\-as to obtain a lightweight turbine withh the diameter and length allotted for this com- 
ponent. The blade rows, except for the first-stage (or interstage) stator, had average 
axial chords of 2.8 to 3.0 centimeters (1.1 to 1.2 in.) and resulting aspect ratios from 
3.6 to 5.8.  The first-stage stator was conceived as an engine frame (ref. 1) as well as 
3 transitjowl stator and had longer chord airfoils. The number of blades was deter- 
mined by selecting Zweifel loading coefficients (refs. 4 and 5) of 0.8 for the stators and 
0.9 for the rotors. The stator blade axial chord was varied linearly with radius, and 
k e  result was a Zweifel loading coefficient that was nearly constant with radius for all 
ti~ree stator blade rows. A similar attempt to equalize the blade loading coefficient 
with radius for the rotor blading would have resulted in an inverse taper; that is, thc: 
largest axial chord would have occurred a t  the tip radius. Thus, a constant axial cbord 
was used for  all three rotor blade designs because of mechanical considerations. 
Stacking. However, part of the stacking information m w t  be kno\tn or  assumed for the 
design procedure. First, the relative axial position of the three sections must be avail- 
able to be used a s  input to the design procedure. Second, the blade must be essentially 
ixdiai (without tangential lean) so that the assumption that the blade exerts no radial 
forcc on the. fluid is valid. 
Curved suction surfaces were used upstream and dowstrenm of the guided blade 
The blade swtion stacking procedure is described in the section Blade Section 
Thc bl;.'e channels were laid out a t  constant radii at hub. mcan, and tip sections. 
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channel. The blading inlet and outlet channel orthogonals were determined from the 
free-stream conditions by using continuity and constant angular momentum relations as  
discussed in reference 6. The blading channels had a conventional generally convergent 
area variation, as show3 in figure 3 for two typical sections. The design method was 
quasi-three-dimensional and is described in references 6 and 7. The velocity distribu- 
tions for the blading a r e  shown in figure 4, and the blading passages and profiles a re  
sbwn in figure 5. The flow path projection m the radial-axial plane is represented m 
figure 6, where the low radius ratio rh/rt at the turbine outlet (0.497) can be seen. 
Prewhirl Vanes and Outlet Turning Vanes 
The prewhirl vanes were required to simulate the flow conditions out of the HP tur- 
bine. The outlet turning vanes were necessary to convert the whirl velocity out of the 
third stage to axial velocity for useful thrust: Both sets of vanes were designed by using 
reference 8 as a guide. The outlet guide vanes were designed with a diffusion factor 
(ref. 8) of 0.4 at the mean radius. Dwbl+circula-arc airfoils were used that had a 
circulaparc mean camber line and a maximum thickness of 0.095 of the camber line 
length. Carter's rule, as discussed in reference 8 ,  was s e d  for the deviation angle. 
The prewhirl vanes were also double-circclar-arc airfoils with a circular-arc 
mean camber line. The design procedure was similar to that for the outlet turning 
vanes, except that a Zweifel coefficient \vas used to select the solidity rather than a dlf- 
fusion factor. 
Blade Section Stacking 
All the blading was defined by the section geometry at  constant radii cnrresponding 
to the hub, mean, and tip diameters of the blade rows. The !-:ade \vas formcd bx posi- 
tioning the three sections and fairing a smooth surface through them. The stator blade, 
prewhirl vane, and outlet L ~ ~ ~ ~ i i ~ g  vane sections were positioned so tlx:t the centers of 
their trailing edge circles lay on a radir.1 line. The rotor blade s e c t i a : ~  were posi- 
tioncrl so that the line connecting their leading edges and the line connectfig their tmil- 
iiig edges lay in planes that were perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The sections 
were adjusted tangentially to position their centroids in approximately the same radial- 
a%al plane. Because of the low operating blade speed and low blade stress level, an 
outer shroud was incorporated into the rotor blade designs to minimize the blade rov 
end losses. A number of features of the blading design a re  listed in table I. The stage 
8 
reaction R for all three stages is 0.54.  The blade section coordinates are listed in 
table II. 
stg 
FIRST-STAGE MODIFICATION 
1 The 32-stage turbine was initially conceived as a component of an integral-lift en- 
gine with prewhirl vanes to simulate flow conditions out of the HP turbine. While the 
turbine parts were being fabricated, two turbines were being investigated under contract 
(refs. 9 and 10). These contract investigations involved a three-stage turbine with an 
average stage loading hctor Df 3 (ref. 9) and a 4z-stage turbine with an average stage 
loading factor of 5 (ref. 10). Both of the reference turbines had axial flow entering the 
turbine. It was therefore decided to modify the subject turbine for axial inlet conditions 
bo make the results more comparable with those of the reference turbines and with those 
of future turbines with high stage loading factors. This procedure would eliminate the 
variable of Met whirl from the performance comparison. 
The first-stag2 stator was accordingly modified by cutting back the leading edge to 
such a degree that the mean camber line was oriented in an axial direction. The p x -  
whirl vanes were removed, and the inlet duct was altered to provide a smoother area 
change between the turbine inlet and the stator blade leading edge (see fig. 7). This 
turbine inlet configuration is far from ideal since it is long and it diffuses the flow and 
is therefore conducive to boundary layer buildup. It was, however, considered expe- 
dient to modify the inlet in this manner rather than remachine the large turbine inlet 
casing. The flow path fairngs that were provided for shgle-stage tests were installed 
at the turbine outlet. The l.low path of the modified singlestage turbine configuration is 
shown in figure 7. The modified first-stage stator blade forms are shown in figure 8(a). 
The velocity diagram and blade surface velocity distributions for the modified blade are 
shown in figures 8(b) and (c), respectively. The modified first-stage stator geometry 
is presented in table II(i). 
The efficiencies estimated in the design procedure for the icitial turbine configura- 
tion were the following stage efficiency, 0.819, and O V C r d l l  three-stage turbine effi- 
ciency, 0.829, as discussed previously. The estimated afficiency for the modified first 
stage was revised to 0.857 (fig. l(b)), since it operated as a first stage rather than an 
intermediate stage. This change in estimated efficiency would require a small reduc- 
tion in the blade row outlet areas for both the stator and rotor blade rows; however, the 
blade setting angles were not changed, since this would er 'ail remachining the rotor as- 
sembly and the stator retaining rings. The equivalent performance requirements for 
the modified single-stage turbine were 
1 
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Equivalent specific work ohput, Ah/Bcr,  J/g; BhL’lb . . . . . . . . .  .17.416; 7.482 
Equivalent mass flow , E&/&, kdsec;  lb/sec. . . . . . . . . . . .  .B. 128; 42.17 
Equivalent mean blade speed, Um/Ocr, d sec ;  ft/sec . . . . . . . .  66.17; 217.1 
Total-pressure ratio based on efficiency of C .857 . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  1.290 
Some of the design features listed in table I for the first-stag2 stator blade w e i e  al- 
tered by the geometry modification. For the modified f i?  - - .tagt stator these features 
were the following: 
Mean radius blade chord, Cm, cm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.471 
Mean radius solidity, C,/S, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.572 
Aspect ratio, P/Cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.14 
Zweifel loading factor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.718 
Reaction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.656 
APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTATICN, AND PROCEDURE 
The test facility was that described in reference 7. The modified single-stage t u p  
bine test section is shown in figure 9(a). The research instrumentation is represented 
in figure 9@). The 3i-stage turbine rotor assembly is shown in figure 10. 
The type of research data and the data acquisition methods a r e  essentially the same 
as those described in reference 7 and are  reviewed briefly in this section. Airflow was 
measured with a calibrated Dall tube, which is a special type of venturi meter. Fuel 
flow to the turbine inlet-air heater was  measured with a flat plate orifice. Both of these 
flow measuremcnts required an upstm:tn temperature, an upstream pressure, &and a 
characteristic differential pressure, s specified by the flowmeter. The turbine mass- 
flow rate was determined as the sum of these two flows. 
Turbine rotative speed was  nleasuied with an electronic counter that registered the 
impulses as the teeth on a sprocket mounted on the turbine shaft passed a stationary 
magnetic pickup. Turbine torque was measured 3s thc reaction torque on the cradled 
dynamometer stator with a strain-gage load cell. The load cell and the digital volt- 
meter readout system were calibrated before and after each day’s running. 
The turbine was instrumented at three axial positions (fig. 9(a)). At the inlet to the 
stator (station 0) the instrumentation consisted of six wall statiopressure taps, one 
rake of five thermocouples, and two Kid total-pressure probes, all located as shown in 
figure 9m). Three static-pressure taps were installed on the hiner wal ls  and three on 
the outer walls in the circumferential locations shown in figure 9(b). The thermocouples 
werc used with a recovery calibration to yield turbine inlet total tcinperaturc. The five 
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thermocoupie seusing heads were located 31 thz area center radii of five equal annular 
areas. The LGel total-pressure probes were  comected to mercury manometers in the 
m t r o l  room; the manometers were used solely for setting and monitoring the desired 
turbine inlet tctal pressure drlring tests. 
A t  stahon L (see fig. 9(a)), between the stator and the rotor, the static pressure 
was measured uy three taps on the inner shroud and three on the outer shroud slightly 
downstream o! the stator blade trailing edges and on the projected flow passage center- 
line. These r , r e s su re  measurements were  asso-med to indicate the average stator out- 
let pressur at the hub and tip iadii. 
rotor blaee chord lengthsdownstream ofthe rotor blades. The instrumentatiou included 
eight &.cic+pressure taps and provisions for 10 flow-angle measurements. The eight 
taps wjre located with four on both the inner and the outer walls, each sct being equally 
spaced circumferentially with the corresponding inner and outer taps at the same c i r  
cumferential position (fig. 9(b)). The 10 turbine outlet flow-angle measurements were  
taken by using two actuators, each equipped with an angle-sensitive and self-alining 
probe. The circumferential positions of the actuator axes were 14 stator blade pas- 
sages apart. For each test data point, then, the probes were traversed radially to the 
area center radii of five equal annular areas, and at each stop the indicated flow angles 
were recorded. The observed 10 readings were substquen+' nerically averaqed. 
electrical signal by an 
appropriate transducer and transmitted to a 100-channel U ~ L  ie~rding system. The 
recorded data and the necessary calibrations were then used as input to the computer 
program to obtain the performance parameters. In addition, all the pressures were re- 
corded by photographing a mercury manometer board. Mass flow indicating dah (tem- 
perature and pressures), torque, speed, and flow angle were also hand recorded for a 
Ituinber of selected data points nt design speed. These points were then manually com- 
puted to veriiy the automatic daia recording system and the computer program. 
The turbine was operated at nominal irlet conditions of 1.33 atmospheres and 378 K 
(680' R). The speeds investigated were 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120 percent of design 
speed. A t  each speed data points were t,?kcn over a range of pressure mtios bracketing 
the design total-pressure ratio of 1.292. 
The turbine efficiency was based on total-pressure ratio. The inlet total pressure 
was calculated by using static pressure, mass flow, and total tempemture as follows: 
Turbia? outlet conditions were measured at  station 3 (fig. 9(a)), located 1 1 axial 
Each item of research data information was converter, 
'l'he outlet tntal pressure was calculated simuarly; however, since the flow is not axial 
at the autlet, the flow 'angle must be ixluded in the equation: 
The total temperature Ti in equation (2) was d~.?termined from inlet tok l  temperature, 
turbine torque, speed, and mass flow. The angle in equation (2) is the average de- 
viation from the axial direction, irrespective of sign. 
The data were  faired to obtain the performance map in the following manner: 7 he 
data for each of the three experimentally obtained parameters, equivalent torque, 
equj \, den t  mass flow, and outlet flow bngle, were first plotted as functions of inlet 
total- to outlet static-presswe ratio. Smooth curves were faired on these plots mrough 
the experimend data points for each speed. The p-rformance map was then construc- 
ted by using thz fairvtd varle of equivalent torque, equivalent mass flow, and outlct flow 
angle for the particular total- to s ta t iopressure ratio and turbine speed. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIrn 
This ;kctian includes the overall singlestage turbine performance, a comparisoil 
with vontempornry high-stage-loading-factor turbines, and a discussion of possible 
blaciing adjustments . 
Overall Stage Performance 
Thc experimental data are showi in figures 11 to 13 with equivalent t o m e  C T ! ~ ,  
eqirivhicnt m i s s  flow c w  fiip, and outlet flow angle E shnwn as functions of the 
total- to static-pressure ntro pb/p3. amooth curves were faired through the dah 
points in these fikwres, and the faired quantities were used to construct the perfoi, ... mcc 
map, ;IS discussed in the prekiious section. Thp maximum deviation fwJm the faired 
~ u n x ~ s  is within 1/2 percent fccr toque  (fig. 11) and within 1/4 percent for mass flow 
(fig. 18). 'I'hc dcviattlon in !lo,.. angle (fig. 13) is in niost cases within 1/2'. Thc 
cquivulcnt toi.quc curvcs (fig. 11) indicate that the turbinc did not approach limiting 
lo:itling at :in\ spccd for thc i:aigc of prcssurc ratio investigated. The fact thnt the 
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limiting-loading pressure ratio would be h r  removed from that mrrespoolr4ng to design 
wodi mtpt would be anticipated for this design because of its lot\. blade speed and low 
blade relative Mach number. Design speCi;ic work output occurred at a total- to static- 
pressure latio of about 1.56 at design speed- The equirilent mass flow curves (fig. 12) 
s h w  that the tuhine choked a t  all  speeds a t  the higher pressure ratios. The chdcing 
mass flow rims dependent on rotor speed, which indicated that the choking occurred in 
the mtorblade. 
The overali stage performance map mst ruc ted  from the experimental data is 
shown in figure 14. The efficiency varied from a low value of 0.80, which marred at 
80 percent speed at  a total-pressure ratio p v p i  of 1.37, to a high value of 0.89, 
which occcrred at 120 percent speed at a total-pressure ratio of 1.27. A maximum or 
peak efficiency v.= not definedat any VJf the pressure ratis. At design equivalent spe- 
cific work output (17.416 J/g, 7.482 Btu/lb), the highest efficiency &tarn& was b e  
tween 0.885 and 0.89. The first rwo points of interest to be discussed are denoted in 
figure 14 as A and B. Point A mprcsents equivalat design specific work output at de- 
sign speed, and point B represents equivalent design mass flax at design s@. The 
turbine equivalent design specific work output (point A) occurred at an efficiency of 
0.858, which is very close to the revised estimated efficiency for the modified first 
stage, 0.857. The mass flow at design work extraction was 1. OS times the design 
value. This excess mass flow can be noted in figure 14 by comparing the abscissa \A- 
ues of points A and B. The excess mass flow occurring at design work extraction indi- 
cates the desimbility of a blading geometry adjustment. The points C, 0, and F are 
located in figure 14 at the specific work output d u e s  corresponding to the design stage 
loading factor at 90, 110, and 120 percent of design speed, respec?ively. The line con- 
necting these points (and point A) represents operation at the design stage loading factor. 
At  90 percent speed (point C), the efficiency at the desi3 stage l e g  factor was the 
same as that at design speed, 0.858. At 110 and 120 percent of design speed (points D 
and E), the turbine operated at the design stage loading factor with an efficiency between 
0.86.5 and 0.87. The highest efficiency indicated at the design stage loading factor was 
0.87, at approximately 116 percent of design speed at a total-pressure ratio of 1.415. 
The specific work output a t  this point was 1.34 times the design value. 
In summary, the performance results ifidcate that the  turbine achieved a maximum 
efficienc;. at the design stage loading factor oi 0.87 zt 116 percent of design speed Tke 
efficiency at  design speed and design work output was G. 858. The excessive mass flow 
(1.05 times design) at this condition indicates the desirability of a blading geometry a+ 
just ment. 
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Comparison of Performance of Fan-Drive Turbine and Contemporary High- 
Stage-Loading-kctor Turbines With Predicted Performance 
As discussed in the section TURBINE DESIGK, at the time the turbine was designed 
there were no experimental data available for Wines operating with high stage loading 
factors fmm m-hich to estimate efficiency. The estimating method used was based on 
extrapolatim of logs coefficients obtained f m m  turbines operating with a m v e n t i d  
stage loading factors (below 2.0). Since the turbine was designed, however, experi- 
mental results for -stage-loading-factor turbines have been reported in references 
9 and 10. The performance levels from the reference turbines are cited for an inlet 
pressure of 1.33 atmospheres in order to compare the mference results with those of 
the subject t u h i n e  at approximately the same blade flow cbannel Reynolds number. 
1 The turbine of reference 10 was a 43-stage turbine with an average stage loading 
factor of 5. This tu-e achieved design work oritput at an mciency of 0.845 at an in- 
let pressure of 1.33 atmospheres. The overall efficiency was estimated br  this t u p  
bine by using the design stage loading factors (from ref. 10) and the estimated stage 
efficiencies (from ref. 3). This estiniated overall efficiency, not including the outlet 
tuming vane loss, was 0.847. The outlet turning vane loss in turn was calculated (by 
using ref. 8) to cause a decrease in overall efaciency of 0.004. Whar this loss is ccxt- 
sidered, the experimental performance is in close agreement with that p d c t e d  by 
using reference 3. The individual stage efficiencies, however, could not be determined 
from reference 10 because the mvestigatim was Limited to the one ccnfiguration, that of 
the complete 4i-stage turbine. 
The turbine of reference 9 was a three-stage turbine with an average stage loading 
Lctor of 3. The first 7tage of this tuhiue, which had a shge loading hctor of 4.2, 
was tested as a singlestage turbine. This canfiguraticm developed design work output 
with an dficiency of 0 . 6 8  at an inlet pressure of 1.33 atmospheres. The efficiency 
estimated from reference 3 for this turbine stage was 0.879, or about 1 point higher 
(fig. 15). The reference turbine was a k o  nm at increased inlet pressure tc determine 
the effect of Reynolds number on performaxc. The efficiency obtained at the highest 
inlet pressure (2.67 atm) is also shown in figure 15. This increase in Reynolds nun+ 
ber effected an improvement in efficiency of slightly over 1 point, and the efficiency at 
the highest inlet pressure was verv close to thd predicted efficiency from reference 3. 
The efficiency predicted from the refercace 3 curve for the subject singlestage 
turbine was 0.682, or 1.2 points higher than the maximum (0.87) obtaincd at the design 
stage loPding factor (fig. 15). This result coincides closely with that obtained for the 
similar type singlestage turbine of rcference 9 at the inlet pressure of 1.33 atmo- 
spheres. The subject turbine could not be operated at higher inlet pressure because of 
facility limitations. 
Blading Adjustment 
Velocity diagrams were constructed from the experimental data for points A and B 
on the performance map (fig 14). In this procedure it was assumed that the average 
flow conditions could be represented by a single &gram at the mean radius>-- 
penmental quantities used were  equivalent mass flow, average outlet flow angle, 
equivalent specific work output, and total- to static+pressure ratio. The diagrams for 
points A and B are presented in figures 16(a) and (b), respectis-dp, aud are compared 
.Kith the design mean radius diagram. The comparison indicates that llnderturnfng oc- 
curred in both blade mws. The stator Outiet flow was underturned by 1.4' and that of 
the rotor by 1.7'. At the condition d design mass flow (fig. IS@)) the velocity vectors 
are smaller than design because they are oriented too close to the axial ciirection and 
the necessary chylge !n angular momentum of the flow is not developed. As the pres- 
sure ratio is increased to produce design specac work ( f ig  16(a)), the axial velocity 
and the mass flow become too large. The conditions of design mass flow and design 
specific work could be made to coincide (or v e q  nearly so) by making the mdicatcd 
blade angle adjustments. It is felt that this would also uuse the efficiency at design 
work output to increase since the peak efficiency region would tend to fall closer to the 
design point. 
SG'bIhL4RY OF RESVLLTS 
1 
2 A 3--stage turbine with a stage ioading hctor of 4 was designed to drive the fan of 
an iritegd lift engine. The first stage of this turbine \\as investijpted experimentally 
in cold air. The following results were obtzined fmm the e?cpei-imental investigatim: 
which was indicated at 116 percent of design speed at a total-pressure mtio of 1.415. 
The corresponding specific work output was 1.3-1 times the design vaiue. 
prediction method. This result coincided closely with that obtained from a reference 
singlestage turbine of a similar type when the reference turbine \vas operated at n p  
prosimatcly the same Reynolds number.  
3. The turbine efficiency at design speed and design equivalent specific work out- 
put was 0.658. The csccss mass flow at this condition (1.05 times design) indicated 
the desirability cf a blading geometry adjustment. 
1. The highest efficiency obtained at the design stage loading factor was 0.87, 
2. The efficiency of 0.87 \vas 0.012 lower than that estimated from a reference 
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4. The velocity diagram constructed from the experimental work output, outlet 
%w angle, mass flow, and total- to statiopressure ratio indicated that the flow w88 
underturned in the stator blade row and the rotor blade ruw by 1.4' and 1.7', respec+ 
tively. 
5. The highest efficiency obtained was 0.89, which occurred at 120 percent of de- 
sign speed at a total-pressure ratio of l. 27. A maximum or peak efficiency was cot 
obtained for the range of test conditiars covered. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, June 18, 1975, 
505-04. 
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